Ask Me Another

Packed with trivia, comedy and celebrity guests, Ask Me Another is like an amusement park for your brain. Host Ophira Eisenberg and musician Jonathan Coulton take contestants on a roller coaster that'll make you laugh and scream (out the answers).

Recorded live at The Bell House in Brooklyn, NY and cities nationwide, Ophira and Jonathan interact with audience members, panelists and celebrity guests in light-hearted, witty conversation and funny banter.

Sponsorship Includes:
- Recognition across onsite collateral
- Opportunity to develop branded lobby experience that could be activated across events*
- VIP ticket package
- Recognition in Ask Me Another social posts
- Opportunity to promote support of NPR and Ask Me Another on your brand’s owned or paid marketing channels

*Note lobby experience and sampling is dependent on venue.
Upcoming Series

In 2020, *Ask Me Another* is debuting two new and unique live event sponsorship opportunities.

This Spring, *Ask Me Another* hits the road for its first ever Midwest tour, hosting live tapings in four (4) cities:
- St Louis
- Kansas City
- Minneapolis
- Milwaukee

And in the Fall, *Ask Me Another* brings a new series to the Bell House: “5 Under 35.” Ophira will conduct interviews with five up-and-comers from a variety of industries such as comedy, film, television and writing a five (5) live shows.

All shows will be available to listeners on the radio and as podcasts episodes.